
Grandparents Day is a great date to help children and grandchildren to look and collect photos in old family albums. 
This activity can bring many happy memories. Everyone is a grandchild and can be involved in celebrating this day by 
showing love, patience, understanding and appreciation for the elderly. Grandparents Day is the perfect time to develop 
communication between the generations.

Along with Grandparents Day, we should not forget those in nursing homes who are unable to be with their families or 
have no families. What better way to fill the void of their loneliness by teaching our children to include these people by 
bringing them cards and flowers, by visiting them and/or inviting them to our home for Sabbath lunch at times other 
than just holidays. Furthermore, in every neighborhood, there are elderly who would love an opportunity to be a Foster 
Grandparent. Let’s encourage our children to adopt a grandparent. Furthermore, why not reserve a Sabbath a month to 
bring a “grandparent” home for lunch!

What You Need:

  •  Fabric paint
  •  Plate
  •  Plain oven mitt
  •  Fabric marker

I LOVE MY
Grandpa & Grammy

“A Helping Hand” Mitt

 “Grandchildren are the crown of the aged, and the glory of children is their fathers.”  
Proverbs 17:6 (ESV)

»  Pour fabric paint onto a plate then have the person attached to the little hand rub 
their hand around the plate until their hand is covered with a layer of fabric paint.

»  Firmly press the painted hand down on to the mitt; then have a helper hold the 
mitt down while lifting the little hand carefully off of the oven mitt to avoid smearing 
the paint. The hand and mitt will ‘stick’ a little when separating.

»  Allow time for the hand print to dry then use a fabric marker to write a message 
(and/or name & date) on the oven mitt. I wrote ‘a helping hand’ and added a heart 
on our mitts; then below that line my little guy wrote his name. Once the writing has 
dried completely the helping hand is ready to be shared! Adorable.

For more details on this craft, go to: http://trishsutton.com/a-helping-hand-handmade-gift/#more-6724
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